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What is she/he going to do with dance?

Hello from Sherry
“

DREAM YOUR DREAMS
SET YOUR GOALS AND
REACH FOR THE STARS ”

DEFINITION OF A DREAM:
A visionary creation of the
imagination…a strongly desired goal or purpose … something that fully satisfies a wish!
Whether awake or asleep, dreams have no
boundaries. As with dreams, thoughts come
and go. You can either let these thoughts
drift away or grab one and use it to lay the
foundation to set a goal for yourself.
Whether big or small, goals give us a direction towards bettering ourselves. I’ve never
met anyone who set a goal to become worse
off than they were! Even when we’re depressed (and we are allowed a little bit of
time for “feeling sorry for ourselves” ... but
only for a little while,) we set a goal to “just
get through this day.”
Allow yourself to dream and reach for
the Stars! Who knows ... all the accomplished goals you’ve set could very easily
make your dreams come true!

Sherry
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JUST DO I!!

This is an easy one. Dance instills a
sense of discipline and determination in the
soul of the child. With these attributes,
young people have the con dence to handle
college and job interviews, and they learn
that they must balance their academics with
their passion for dance -- always a good
thing for young people to comprehend! As
for a career in dance, there are many opportunities, from performing to teaching
and everywhere in between. Some former
dancers move on to careers as dance critics
or writers; others become physical therapists, and many become lawyers or doctors
because they have what it takes to make it
through the educational process. Why?
Because they learned about commitment in
their dance classes.
..... Rhee Gold’s explanation to the question submitted
wondering how to answer a question a parent had
about spending money on dance classes.
Dance Studio Life, Sept. 2010/Vol. 15.
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Holidays

TUDIO
NOTES
REMINDER
Please update your information with the studio
when you move, get a new
telephone number or
change your email address.
____________

ON-GOING CLASSES

Wednesday,
Song & Dance
Adults, 11-12:00AM
Tap, Beginning Level,
Adults 12-1:00PM
Tap, Lev. 2, ages 10-13
Thursday,
Tap, Level 2
Adults, 11-12:00AM

HAPPY BIRTHDAY OCTOBER
BABIES!
10/3 Deborah Gregor
10/7 Betsy Dimond

Welcome New Students!!!!
Alejandro Eustaquo
Joyce Medici

Friday,

Musical Theater: (pending)
ages 6-12, 4:30-5:30

Saturday,
Tap, Performance Team
ages 14-18, 10-11-30

NEW, NEW, NEW!!!
Beginning Tap for Adults is now
happening! If you’ve always wanted
to tap dance, never learned and
CLASS FOR YOU. Wednesday
12:00-1:00PM. I have some large
adult shoes to lend if you don’t have
any. Come on down and nally
learn what you’re kids have been
trying to tell you. . .
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Tap is SO MUCH FUN!
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Jan. 1st
Feb. President’s Day (we are open
for all ski weeks!)
Mar. -0Apr. -0May Memorial Day
June -0July – Independence Day
Aug. The last two weeks
Sept. – Labor Day
Oct. -0Nov. Thanksgiving weekend
Dec. holiday weeks after Holiday
Performance
OCTOBER SCHEDULE REMINDER

Monthly fees are due the irst
week of the month. The Special
Class Rate only applies to payment
made in advance the irst week of
the month. Otherwise the $25.00
per class rate will apply. Any
missed class may be made up to
compensate any absence.
-----------------------------------

thought you couldn’t, THIS IS THE

f
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YOUR YEARLY REGISTRATION
FEE OF $50.00 IS DUE AT THIS
TIME
SPECIAL NOTE: TO THOSE FAMILIES WHO HAVE THREE (OR MORE)
MEMBERS TAKING CLASSES, ONE
STUDENT’S REGISTRATION FEE
WILL BE WAIVED AND A SPECIAL
RATE WILL BE GIVEN TO THAT
THIRD (OR MORE) STUDENT’S
WEEKLY RATE. PLEASE BE AWARE
THAT IF YOU FAIL TO MAKE UP A
CLASS THAT WAS MISSED IN THE
MONTH PAID FOR, THAT CLASS FEE
WILL BE FORFEITED.
If you cancel a private lesson
too late to fill that spot (less
than 24 hours), you will be
charged for the unused time!
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. . . The Holidays already???
Well, it’s not too soon to be thinking about
our 23rd Annual Holiday Production! Remember
how much fun it was to close out the year with this
exciting show? Well, we’re doing it again only differently! It will be a Holiday Party and we will celebrate it at the studio. Dec. 10th is the tentative
date. All families are welcome.
This year our production is entitled A HOLIDAY PARTY, and you’ll just have to wait to see what
the students have planned for you . It just keeps getter better and better each year!
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PUNS FOR FUN!

Who did Dracula take to the school
dance? His ghoul friend!
What’s a vampire’s favorite fruit? A
neck-tarine!
Did you get to meet the tallest
vampire in the world? People call him
Count Everest!
What do mummies like listening to
on Halloween? Wrap music!
Why do vampires need mouthwash? They have bat breath!
What do you call a haunted chicken? A poultry-geist!
What is the skeleton’s funniest
bone? Its humerus!
Why won’t vampires prey on snowmen? They’ll get frostbite.
What do you get when you divide
your jack-o-lantern’s circumference by
its diameter? Pumpkin-Pie!
What did the skeleton say to the
gathering of ghosts when he revealed
that he has not been tricked? “I can see
right through you!
Which ghost is the best dancer?
The Boogie Man!
Why don’t ghouls like lentils? They
prefer human-beans.
How did the great pumpkin x his
jeans? With a pumpkin patch!
Why do spirits have low esteem?
They have no body to love!
Why do they put fences around
graveyards? Because people are dying
to get in!
What is a ghost’s favorite band?
The Grateful Dead!

